
Transaction Risk API 2.1
CLEAR GOOD ORDERS FASTER 
BOOST SALES AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Ekata Transaction Risk API 2.1 provides the most predictive identity 
verification insight to help businesses fight payment fraud and 
improve the approval rates for all types of transactions in both 
pre- and post-auth workflows. 

Powered by the fastest and most reliable tech stack in the market, 
Transaction Risk API scales for any low-latency, high volume model 
requirements with pricing flexibility at the throughput capacity 
businesses need.

Three Scores, Less Risk

Used in both pre- and post-authorization workflows, the power of Transaction Risk API comes from the data 
it provides customers and three unique scores that reduce the burden of deciding on the risk of any transaction.

While we advise businesses to use these scores alongside their other top predictive signals to fine-tune their models 
or rules engines, they can also be used separately: 

Network Score 
A machine-learning derived 0-1 
prediction score that leverages 
the value and linkages within our 
network, taking in only activity 
patterns of how the elements 
are used into consideration. 

Identity Risk Score 
Uses factors in over 300 
attributes in our datasets to create 
a comprehensive, pre-authorization 
risk score (0-500) that is calculated in 
real-time and combines authoritative 
data with usage patterns of elements.

IP Score 
Assesses the risk of a given IP 
address with a 0-1 score in real-
time using metadata about the IP 
address as well as Network data 
that surfaces how the IP address 
has previously been used.

Powered by the Ekata Identity Engine

The API leverages real-time global data, network insights, and machine learning of the Ekata Global Identity Network 
to provide merchants with a clearer picture of their consumers.
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SAMPLE RESPO NS E FROM T RA NS ACT ION RISK API  2.1

 {

1. “primary.email.valid”: true,

2. “primary.email.first_seen_days”: 234,

3. “primary.email.to_name”: “not-found”,

4. “primary.email.domain_creation_date”: “2001-01-01”,

5. “primary.email.last_seen_days”: 234,

6. “ip.risk”: false,

7. “ip.risk_score”: 0.117,

8. “ip.primary_address_distance”: 240,

9. “ip.secondary_address_distance”: 240,

10. “ip.last_seen_days”: 10,

11. “ip.geolocation_country_code”: “US”,

12. “ip.connection_type”: “cable”,

13. “primary.phone.valid”: true,

14. “primary.phone.line_type”: “non-fixed-voip”,

15. “primary.phone.ip.last_seen_days”: 10,

16. “primary.phone.to_name”: “no-match”,

17. “primary.phone.carrier”: “Vodafone Uk Ltd”,

18. “primary.address.validity_level”: “valid”,

19. “primary.address.first_seen_days”: 10,

20. “primary.address.to_name”: “match”,

21. “secondary.email.valid”: true,

22. “secondary.email.first_seen_days”: 120,

23. “secondary.phone.valid”: true,

24. “secondary.phone.ip.last_seen_days”: 12,

25. “secondary.address.validity_level”: “invalid”,

26. “secondary.address.first_seen_days”: 10,

27. “secondary.address.to_name”: “match”,

28. “identity_network_score”: 0.364,

29. “identity_risk_score”: 375,

30. “alerts”: [],

31. “warnings”: []

 }

1. primary.email.valid – Boolean value indicating whether the primary email address is valid. 
Possible values are true, false, and null.

2. primary.email.first_seen_days – The number of days since the primary email address was 
first seen. Possible values are numeric. 

3. primary.email.to_name – String value verifying match between email registered owner 
and primary input name. Possible values are match, no-match, not-found, and null. 

4. primary.email.domain_creation_date – Returns a date that the email domain was created.

5. primary.email.last_seen_days – Last time an email has been seen in our network in days.

6. ip.risk – Boolean value indicating whether the IP address is considered risky, based on 
multiple IP data points and velocity calculations. Possible values are true, false, and null. 

7. ip.risk_score – 0-1 score based on the same underlying IP Risk Flag model; returned 
alongside the flag so it is non-breaking.

8. ip.primary_address_distance – Integer showing the distance in miles between IP address 
and primary address. Possible values are numeric. 

9. ip.secondary_address_distance – Integer showing the distance in miles between IP 
address and secondary address. Possible values are numeric. 

10. ip.last_seen_days – The number of days since the IP address was last seen. Possible values 
are numeric. 

11. ip.geolocation_country_code – The two-letter country code of the IP address.

12. ip.connection_type – One of cable/DSL, corporate, cellular, dialup.

13. primary.phone.valid – Boolean value indicating whether the primary phone number 
is valid. Possible values are true, false, and null. 

14. primary.phone.line_type – String value showing the line type of the primary phone 
number. Possible values are mobile, landline, fixed-voip, non-fixed-voip, premium, tollfree, 
voicemail, other, and unknown. 

15. primary.phone.ip.last_seen_days – The number of days since the combination of the 
primary phone number and IP address was seen together. Possible values are numeric. 

16. primary.phone.to_name – String value verifying match between phone subscriber 
and primary input name. Possible values are match, no-match, not-found, and null. 

17. primary.phone.carrier – Carrier of the input phone number.

18. primary.address.validity_level – String value indicating whether the primary address is 
valid. Possible values are missing_address, valid, invalid, valid_to_country, valid_to_city, 
valid_to_street, valid_to_ house_number, and valid_to_house_number_missing_apt. 

19. primary.address.first_seen_days – The number of days since the primary address was first 
seen. Possible values are numeric. 

20. primary.address.to_name – String value verifying match between primary address resident 
and primary input name. Possible values are match, no-match, not-found, and null. 

21. secondary.email.valid – Boolean value indicating whether the secondary email address 
is valid. Possible values are true, false, and null. 

22. secondary.email.first_seen_days – The number of days since the secondary email address 
was first seen. 

23. secondary.phone.valid – Boolean value indicating whether the secondary phone number 
is valid. Possible values are true, false, and null. 

24. secondary.phone.ip.last_seen_days – The number of days since the combination of the 
secondary phone number and IP address was seen together. Possible values are numeric. 

25. secondary.address.validity_level – String value indicating whether the secondary address 
is valid. Possible values are missing_address, valid, invalid, valid_to_country, valid_to_city, 
valid_to_street, valid_to_house_number, and valid_to_house_number_missing_apt. 

26. secondary.address.first_seen_days – The number of days since the secondary address 
was first seen. Possible values are numeric. 

27. secondary.address.to_name – String value verifying match between secondary address 
resident and secondary input name. Possible values are match, no-match, not-found, and null. 

28. identity_network_score – Comprehensive network score built on behavioral insights 
with a higher score indicating a riskier transaction. Possible values include a number 
between 0 and 1 rounded to three decimal places. 

29. identity_risk_score – Comprehensive identity risk score with a higher score indicating 
a riskier transaction. Possible values include integers ranging from 0 - 500. 
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Helps Maximize Revenue 
Reduce false positives early by separating 
legitimate customers from fraudsters.

Optimize Customer Experience 
Provide a fast and trusted experience to improve 
retention, boost customer lifetime value and increase sales.

Increase Issuer Trust 
Authenticate more legitimate transactions and prevent 
fraudulent transactions from getting to the issuer.

Stop Fraud Early 
Utilize data-driven insights into customer activities 
to identify fraud early in the transaction flow and reduce 
interchange fees, and increase issuer approval rates.

Transaction-level Intelligence 
Pattern-based information offers insight 
into an address previously used online.

Low Latency 
Delivered by our elite cloud-based 
infrastructure in under 100ms.

Easy Integration 
Allows for easy, flexible, and reliable 
integrations into your systems.

Global Coverage 
Unparalleled coverage and accuracy, and reliable 
data for addresses in 249 countries and territories.

FEATURES

BENEFITS

ABOUT EKATA

Ekata Inc., a Mastercard company, empowers businesses to enable frictionless experiences and combat fraud worldwide. 
Our identity verification solutions are powered by the Ekata Identity Engine, which combines sophisticated data science 
and machine learning to help businesses make quick and accurate risk decisions about their customers. Using Ekata’s 
solutions, businesses can validate customers’ identities and assess risk seamlessly and securely while preserving privacy. 
Our solutions empower more than 2,000 businesses and partners, including Alipay, Paypal, and Microsoft, to combat 
cyberfraud and enable an inclusive, frictionless experience for customers in over 230 countries and territories.
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